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Welcome to the Guardians of Azure: A Security Checklist for Champions 
Version 1.0 by Lacialec!

As stewards of the digital realm, embarking on a mission to secure Azure 
environments is both a noble and critical endeavor. Azure, Microsoft's 
expansive cloud platform, provides an intricate landscape of services and 
capabilities that, while offering unparalleled flexibility and power, also introduce 
complex security challenges. Whether you're a cybersecurity warrior, a cloud 
architect, or a guardian of data, navigating Azure's security fortress is key to 
defending against the dark arts of cyber threats.

This checklist is your map and compass, designed to guide you through the 
labyrinth of Azure's security mechanisms. It lays down a structured path from 
understanding the fundamentals of cloud security to mastering Azure's 
advanced protection features. We've compiled a treasure trove of essential 
practices, tools, and hands-on activities to not only enhance your security 
prowess but also to arm you with the skills needed to shield your Azure 
kingdom.

As you venture through this checklist, you'll unlock the secrets of Azure 
security, from fortifying identities and battening down networks to safeguarding 
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precious data and standing vigilant against threats. Each section is a step 
towards achieving mastery over Azure's security landscape, providing you with 
direct links to the knowledge and tools necessary for your quest. Whether your 
goal is to erect an impenetrable fortress, ensure the safety of your cloud 
denizens, or prepare for the challenges of tomorrow, this checklist is your 
beacon of light in the shadowy depths of cyber uncertainty.

Let's embark on this noble journey together, fortifying our Azure realms and 
transforming them into bastions of security. Welcome, champions, to your 
quest!

1. Fortify Identity and Access Ramparts

2. Shield Your Data

3. Secure the Gates with Network Defenses

4. Stand Guard with Threat Detection and Response

5. Uphold the Laws of the Land with Compliance and Governance

6. Continuous Vigilance and Improvement

1. Fortify Identity and Access Ramparts

Introduction to Identity and Access Management Embark on your Azure 
security crusade by mastering the art of Identity and Access Management 
IAM. In the realm of cloud security, controlling who can enter your kingdom 
and what treasures they can access is paramount. IAM serves as the 
drawbridge and moat protecting your castle, ensuring that only the worthy can 
pass.

Why IAM Matters IAM is the cornerstone of any security strategy, acting 
as the first line of defense against unauthorized access and potential 
breaches. It encompasses everything from verifying the identity of users 
(authentication) to determining their access rights (authorization).

Microsoft Entra ID & Multi-Factor Authentication MFA Discover how 
Microsoft Entra ID serves as the kingdom's registry, managing the subjects 
of your realm and their credentials. Learn the importance of fortifying 
access with Multi-Factor Authentication, adding an extra layer of defense.
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Role-Based Access Control RBAC Understand the strategy behind 
assigning specific roles and permissions, ensuring that individuals only 
have the access necessary to fulfill their duties, minimizing the risk of 
overprivileged users.

Objective Equip yourself with the knowledge and tools to implement a robust 
IAM framework within Azure, ensuring your cloud environment is safeguarded 
against unauthorized access and potential security threats.

 Secure your identities by using Microsoft Entra ID

 Secure your Azure resources with Azure role-based access control

 Fortify Identity and Access Ramparts

2. Shield Your Data

Introduction to Data Protection Venture deeper into the fortress of Azure 
security by mastering the art of data protection. In the digital kingdom, data is 
the most prized possession, demanding the highest level of protection against 
theft and corruption.

Why Data Protection Matters Protecting your data ensures the integrity, 
confidentiality, and availability of your information, key to maintaining trust 
and compliance.

Encryption Techniques Learn the spells of encryption that cloak your data 
in invisibility, making it indecipherable to unauthorized entities.

Azure Key Vault Discover the vault where all magical secrets (keys, 
passwords, and certificates) are kept, guarded by spells that only the 
rightful owner can break.

Objective Gain mastery over Azure's data protection services and techniques, 
ensuring your data is securely stored, transmitted, and accessible only by those 
who possess the right keys.

 Configure Azure Storage firewalls and virtual networks

 Manage secrets in your server apps with Azure Key Vault

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/training/modules/intro-to-azure-ad/?wt.mc_id=AZ-MVP-5005292
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/training/modules/secure-azure-resources-with-rbac/?wt.mc_id=AZ-MVP-5005292
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-network-security?tabs=azure-portal
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/training/modules/manage-secrets-with-azure-key-vault/?wt.mc_id=AZ-MVP-5005292
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 Fortify Identity and Access Ramparts

3. Secure the Gates with Network Defenses

Introduction to Network Security As you prepare for battle, securing your 
network's gates and battlements is crucial. The network is the lifeline of your 
Azure kingdom, connecting castles, lands, and realms.

Why Network Security Matters A secure network ensures safe 
communication channels between your digital assets, keeping invaders at 
bay.

Azure Network Security Tools Arm yourself with Azure's arsenal of 
network security tools, including NSGs, Azure Firewall, and more, to 
monitor and control the flow of information.

Virtual Network VNet) Strategies Construct strategic VNet designs that 
segment your realm, minimizing the impact of potential breaches.

Objective Master Azure's network security services to create a resilient 
infrastructure capable of defending against external threats and internal 
vulnerabilities.

 Secure network connectivity in Azure

 Implement a secure network environment

Bonus : 

 Secure Networking

 Secure the Gates with Network Defenses

4. Stand Guard with Threat Detection and Response

Introduction to Threat Management The realm of Azure is vast and ever-
changing, requiring constant vigilance to detect and respond to threats that 
may arise from the shadows.

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/training/paths/azure-fundamentals-describe-azure-architecture-services/?wt.mc_id=AZ-MVP-5005292
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-adoption-framework/get-started/security?wt.mc_id=AZ-MVP-5005292
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/training/paths/secure-networking/?wt.mc_id=AZ-MVP-5005292
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Why Threat Management Matters Effective threat management ensures 
that you can swiftly identify, investigate, and neutralize threats before they 
breach the castle walls.

Azure Security Center and Azure Sentinel Learn to wield Azure Security 
Center and Azure Sentinel, powerful tools that serve as your eyes and ears 
across the kingdom, alerting you to suspicious activity and breaches.

Objective Harness Azure's threat detection and response tools to maintain a 
proactive security posture, ready to act at the first sign of danger.

 Strengthen your security posture with Microsoft Defender for Cloud

 Connect your external solution with Azure Sentinel

 Stand Guard with Threat Detection and Response

5. Uphold the Laws of the Land with Compliance and Governance

Introduction to Compliance and Governance In a realm governed by laws and 
regulations, ensuring compliance and governance is akin to upholding the 
honor and integrity of your kingdom.

Why Compliance and Governance Matter They ensure your operations 
align with legal requirements and ethical standards, protecting your 
kingdom from risks and penalties.

Azure Policies and Azure Blueprints Equip yourself with Azure Policies 
and Blueprints, tools designed to automate and enforce compliance across 
your cloud environment.

Objective Implement and manage Azure's compliance and governance 
features to ensure your cloud environment adheres to internal policies and 
external regulations.

 Create and manage policies to enforce compliance

 Introduction to governance and compliance with Microsoft Azure

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/training/modules/m365-security-azure-security-center/?wt.mc_id=AZ-MVP-5005292
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/training/modules/connect-data-to-azure-sentinel-with-data-connectors/?wt.mc_id=AZ-MVP-5005292
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/training/modules/configure-azure-policy/?wt.mc_id=AZ-MVP-5005292
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-gb/training/modules/cloud-adoption-framework-govern/?wt.mc_id=AZ-MVP-5005292
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Bonus : 

 Governance, Security and Compliance in Azure

 Establish Cloud Governance and Compliance

 Uphold the Laws of the Land with Compliance and Governance

6. Continuous Vigilance and Improvement

Introduction to Continuous Improvement The landscape of cloud security is 
ever-evolving, requiring a commitment to continuous learning, vigilance, and 
adaptation.

Why Continuous Improvement Matters It ensures that your security 
strategies evolve in tandem with emerging threats and technological 
advancements.

Azure Service Health and Training Stay informed with Azure Service 
Health for real-time service updates and foster a culture of security 
awareness and improvement through ongoing training.

Objective Embrace a mindset of continuous improvement, leveraging Azure's 
tools and resources to stay ahead of security trends and threats.

 Monitor Azure services and regions with Azure Service Health

 Foster a security culture with Microsoft Security Awareness training

Bonus : 

 Azure Security Technologies AZ500

 Azure Operational Security Overview

 Design review checklist for Security

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-adoption-framework/ready/azure-setup-guide/govern-org-compliance?tabs=AzureBlueprints
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/shows/azure-enablement/establish-cloud-governance-and-compliance--governance-ep-1--cloud-adoption-framework
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/monitor-instances-health-check?tabs=dotnet
https://news.microsoft.com/en-ca/2022/10/31/why-culture-is-the-foundation-of-your-cybersecurity-strategy/
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/training/courses/az-500t00?wt.mc_id=AZ-MVP-5005292
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/operational-overview?wt.mc_id=AZ-MVP-5005292
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/well-architected/security/checklist?wt.mc_id=AZ-MVP-5005292
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🔗 Letʼs Connect

Linkedin 

X

Medium

Microsoft Learning Room

https://www.linkedin.com/in/martindimovski/
https://twitter.com/Lacialec
https://medium.com/@lacialec
https://customervoice.microsoft.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=v4j5cvGGr0GRqy180BHbR-M5cgAqLI9PvkpbzfDADTVUNE9RMjNGRkxUR0xXUFVVWVhFNkdWMVNYUiQlQCN0PWcu&ctx=%7B%22roomname%22:%22From%20IT%20Support%20to%20DevSecOps%20Engineer%20with%20Cloud%20Marathoners%22%7D

